Chapter 3 Big Ideas

Carl Gustav Jung
- Freud considered Jung to be his successor
- Early dissenter of Freud
- Freud never forgave Jung’s defection

Jung’s influences
- Eastern mysticism
- Mythology
- Alchemy

Analytical psychology

Jung's Personality Structure
- Psyche
- Ego
- Personal Unconscious (+ complexes)
- Collective Unconscious (+ archetypes)

Jung vs. Freud: The Unconscious

Jung vs. Freud: The Libido

Jung's Archetypes
- Persona
- Shadow
- Anima
- Animus
- Self
- Stories, myths, fairy tales

Jung’s Personality Attitudes
- Extraversion
- Introversion

MBTI (Myers-Briggs Type Indicator)

Jung’s concept of Self-Realization
- Synchronicity
- Parapsychology

Jungian Psychotherapy

Analysis and Evaluation